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Abstract: 

Collaborative tagging describes the process by which many users add metadata in  the form of keywords to shared content. 

Recently, collaborative tagging has growing popularity on the web, on sites that allow users to tag bookmarks, photographs an d 

other content. But wide use of collaborative tagging may reveal p rivacy of part icular user. In recent years, Privacy preserving data 

mining has been studied extensively, because of the wide proliferation of sensitive information on the internet. Tag suppress ion is 

a privacy enhancing technique for the semantic Web. In  this dissertation, users tag resources on the Web revealing their pers onal 

preferences. However, in order to prevent privacy attackers from profiling users based on their interests, we are using layered 

architecture for privacy preservation .i.e. tag categorization, user profile modeling, tag suppression, tag generalizat ion. T ag 

suppression protects user privacy to a certain  extent, but at the cost of semantic loss incurred by  suppressing tags. In orde r to 

reduce loss of data we apply tag generalization method, by measuring Shannon’s entropy of users tag after data suppression. In 

Experimental results we found that if we increase value of threshold below 3 then data loss will be more but meaning of data will 

not loss, but if we increase threshold above 3 then more data will be preserved but meaning of data will loss. In that case b y 

applying tag generalization we can min imize data loss but meanings of data will loss up to some extend and at the end we get  

combined data as a result set. 
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 I.    INTRODUCTION 

 

Marking content with descriptive terms, also called keywords 

or tags, is a common way of organizing content for future 

navigation, filtering or search. Though organizing electronic 

content this way is not new, a collaborative form of this 

process, which has been given the name “tagging” by its 

proponents, is gaining popularity on the web. The main  

purpose of collaborative tagging is to classify resources based 

on user feedback, expressed in the form of tags. It is used to 

annotate any kind of online and online resources, such as Web 

pages, images, videos, movies, music, and even blog posts. 

Nowadays collaborative tagging is main ly used to support tag-

based resource discovery and browsing. www.delicious.com, 

site allows fo r the collaborative tagging of shared website 

bookmarks. User can assign tags to a particular bookmarked 

URL. Also Delicious allows each user to have her personal set 

of tags per URL, Yahoo’s MyWeb does this as well, and 

CiteULike the same for references to academic publications. 

Some services allow users  to tag, but only content they own, 

for example, Flickr for photographs and Technocratic for 

weblog posts. Although the collection of end-users’ private 

informat ion stored by social services, like Facebook, is now 

recognized as a privacy threat ,it is worth noting that the 

public availability of user-generated data (as tags are)could be 

used to ext ract an accurate snapshot of users interests or user 

profiles, containing sensitive informat ion, such as health-

related information, political preferences, salary or religion. 

So to hide user’s private information from revelling to other 

user’s first privacy Enhancing Technology (PET) of tag 

suppression is apply on collected dataset. Tag suppression is 

technique that prevent privacy attacker from profiling users 

interest based on tag they specified. But only tag suppression 

may incur data lost .So Shannon’s entropy is use to find out 

degree of privacy attains after tag suppression. IF we find data 

lost is more then we roll back tag suppression and will apply 

tag generalization approach to preserve maximum privacy 

with min imum loss of data. 

II.    LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Tag recommendation approach suggests to users the tags to be 

used to describe resources they are bookmarking. It is 

enforced by computing tag based user profiles and by 

suggesting tags specified on a given resource by users having 

similar characteristics/interest. Utility is typically represented 

by ratings and on the items previously rated by users. 

Recommendation engine will be ab le to estimate the ratings of 

non-rated items combination and recommend appropriate 

rating based on predictions. [3] [10]. Content based 

recommendation is having some limitations like Limited 

content analysis, Over-specification, new user problem. 

Collaborative recommendation method try to recommend the 

utility o f item for part icular user based on the items previously 

rated by other user. Limitation of collaborative 

recommendation technique is new item problem.  SVD-based 

collaborative filtering is one of the successful latent factor 

(full sentence) collaborative filtering models. To protect the 

private data, the level of perturbation is crit ical. If the level is 

too low, the perturbed data still d iscloses significant amounts 

of information; if it is too high, accuracy will be very low. The 

greater the level of perturbation, the greater the amount of 

privacy we have. Although privacy levels increase with 

increasing levels of perturbation, accuracy becomes worse 

because accuracy and privacy conflict each other [4]. In  

random perturbation technique, privacy of data is preserve by 

perturbing data into original data before using for data min ing 

purpose. This approach makes it possible for servers to collect 

private data from users for collaborative filtering purposes 

without compromising users' privacy requirements, but when 

the number of participating users is sufficiently large, the user 

privacy is protected to a certain extent. In cryptographic 

technique [6][7] when multip le part ies are involved in this 

technique is difficult  to scale. Framework that allows systemic 

transformation of orig inal data using randomized data 

perturbation technique and the modified data is then submitted 

as result of client’s query through cryptographic approach. 
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Using this approach we can  achieve confidentiality at  client as 

well as data owner sites. This model gives valid data min ing 

results for analysis purpose but the actual or true data is not 

revealed. It does not also solve question that final result of 

data mining  may preserve privacy of individual’s us ers or not. 

The predictability of a tag when the classifiers are given 

balanced training data is negatively correlated with its 

occurrence rate and with its entropy. More popular tags are 

harder to predict  and higher entropy tags are harder to predict. 

When considering tags in their natural (skewed) distributions, 

data sparsity issues tend to dominate, so each tag improves 

classifier performance [17]. The original purpose of Web 

metadata was to protect end users from possible harmful 

content and to simplify search and retrieval. But several issues 

comes for same, one of the most relevant is how to assess the 

trustworthiness of Web metadata. In [8] discussed issue can be 

addressed through the use of collaborative and Semantic Web 

technologies. The system proposes is based on a Web-based 

Social Network, where members are able not only to  specify 

labels, but also to rate existing labels. Both labels and ratings 

are then used to assess the trustworthiness of resources’ 

descriptions and to enforce Web access personalization.  One 

of the characteristics of tag prediction mechanisms is that, all 

user models are constructed with the same granularity.  In  

order to increase tag prediction accuracy, the granularity of 

each user model has to be adapted to the level of usage of each 

particular user. In this, canonical, stereotypical and individual 

are the three granularity levels which are used to improve 

accuracy. Predict ion accuracy improves if the level of 

granularity matches the level of participation of the user in the 

community. Th is approach doesn’t investigate how to identify 

the scope of information used in the construction of the 

models (i.e ., size and shape of clusters in the stereotypical 

case) and when user models evolve from one granularity to the 

next [21]. K-anonymous table contain three types of attributes. 

First is key attributes like name, SSN No, ID etc. which can be 

used to identify the individuals uniquely. Second is quasi 

identifier attribute which are generally linked with publically  

available database to re-identify the individuals. This is called 

linking attack. Third are sensitive attribute which needs to be 

protected. Identity of user is protected, sensitive informat ion 

will not disclose to anyone. However, while k-anonymity 

protects identity disclosure but it suffers from homogeneity 

attack and background knowledge attack which  leads to 

attribute disclosure [15]. 

 

III .S YS TEM WORKFLOW 

 

Tag Categorization by applying WordNet Library on the 

top of Lloyd’s Algorithm:  

Text categorizat ion is a supervised learning task that assigns 

the predefined category labels to new documents based on the 

likelihood derived from a set of labelled train ing documents. 

In order to classify documents, each document should be 

transformed into a model that preserves as much of the 

original informat ion as possible. The representation of a user 

profile as a normalized h istogram across mult iple tags would 

be unfeasible from various practical perspectives, mainly  

concerning the unavailability of data to reliably, accurately  

measure interests across such fine-grained categorizat ion. The 

coarser categorizat ion is a data min ing procedures which 

makes it easier to have a quick overview of the user interests. 

To categorize the tags in the data set the coarser representation 

with just a few h igh-level tag categories is used. Specifically, 

we used Lloyds algorithm to g roup tags into 20 categories; 

and then, for each of those categories, we clustered its tags 

into 10 subcategories. The result of this hierarchical clustering 

yielded a total of 200 subcategories. Finally, sort the tags in 

each subcategory in decreasing order of proximity to the 

centroid. WordNet is a big  lexical database of English. Nouns, 

verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into set of  cognitive 

synonyms, each of them expressing a distinct concept. Synsets 

are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical 

relations. Resulting network of meaningfully related words 

and concepts can be navigated with the help of browser. 

WordNet’s structure makes it a  useful tool for computational 

linguistics and natural language processing. WordNet 

apparently resembles a thesaurus, in that it groups words 

together based on their meaning.  

 

User profile modeling: 

The proposed user profile model aims to capture the mult iple 

aspects of user and the online communit ies in which he/she 

participates. Among the aspects the model aims to capture for 

the user we can highlight static elements, such as her 

demographic characteristics; but also added complex and 

dynamic elements, such as her needs, her behaviour, her 

personality and her topic (domains specific) preferences. 

These aspects are inferred from the actions and interactions of 

the user within an online community. This online community 

provides information not only about the social network of the 

users (the people with whom she interacts) but also about the 

content she produces. Our purpose of user profile modelling 

aims at count of tags assigned to user for each & every user.  

 

Tag Suppression: 

Shannon’s entropy is used to measures the privacy of user 

profiles. The Shannon entropy H(s) of a PMF s is defined as: 

 
that is, as a measure of the uncertainty of the outcome of a 

random variable distributed according to such PMF, and that it 

is maximized, among all distributions on 1,......,n by the 

uniform d istribution. 

Privacy Enhancing Techniques (PET):  

a) Refrain Tag  

In this, tags are refrain by applying-  

S = q – r / 1 – d  

Where, d = suppression rate (total no of tag remove),  

             r = suppression strategy. 

b) False Tag  

Distort profile of user so that attacker is unable to 

make pred iction of user interest.  

c) Replace Tag  

Replace specific tags that show interest of user by 

general tag. 

 

 Measure level of privacy: 

Information theoretic criteria are used to quantify the privacy 

of user profile. Fundamental quantity of informat ion theory, 

namely Shannon’s entropy is used to measure privacy. H(s) is 

Shannon’s entropy. The multi objective optimization problem 

given by the privacy-suppression function is: Characterizes the 

optimal trade-off between privacy and tag suppression rate. 

 

  
 Although this optimizat ion will be carried out for suppression 

rate as a measure of utility, which makes the problem 

tractable, to assess the loss in data utility and accuracy due to 

tag suppression in terms of certain percentages regarding 
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missing tags on bookmarks. Suppression rate as the critical 

suppression rate and define it formally as: 

 

 
If H(s) value is greater than threshold value then maximum 

privacy is preserved with min imum loss of data else min imum 

privacy is preserved with maximum data loss. 

 

 

 

 

 Tag generalization:  

Generalizing data makes informat ion less specific. Grouping 

continuous values and suppressing values are examples of this 

approach. Generalization has several advantages. First, it  

preserves the “truthfulness” of information, making the 

released informat ion important at the record level. This feature 

is desirable in exploratory and visual data mining where 

decisions are made based on examining records. In  

Generalization method if H(s) will be small than threshold 

value then will apply generalizat ion, we rep lace tag by upper 

level tags. Through tag generalization we can get generalized 

data with zero loss of data. 

 
IV.   SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Dataset 

In our experiments, we used the Delicious data set. This data 

set includes bookmarks and tags marked as public by users. 

The informat ion is organized in the form of trip let (username, 

bookmark, tag), each one modeling the action of a user 

associating a bookmark with a tag. The data set contains 

50,000 of these triples, from September 2003 to December 

2007. No  pre-processing on dataset is done previously except  

hash function is applied on username. The data set that we 

considered in our analysis is the subset of the entire data set 

described above, we have consider A, B, C dataset which 

contains 5000,10000,25000 triplets respectively. Dataset will 

be available in comma separated value Specificat ions. 

 

 
 

Tag Categorization 

The representation of a user profile in the form of histogram 

across these A, B, C dataset would be certainly not feasible 

from various practical perspectives, mainly when the 

unavailability of data to reliably, accurately measure interests 

across such categorization, but also in data mining procedures, 

a coarser categorization makes it easier to have a quick 

overview of the user interests. For example, for users posting 

the tags “cancer”, “hospital” and “meditation” it would be 

preferable to have a higher level of abstraction that enables us 

to conclude, directly from the inspection of the user profile, that 

these users are related with medical field. Motivated by this, we 

decided to categorize the tags in our data set into a fine 

representation with just a few upper level tag categories. 

Specifically, we applied few tag categorization algorithm such 

as k means and Lloyd. We used Lloyd’s algorithm to group tags 

into 20 categories; and then, for each of those categories, we 

clustered its tags into 10 subcategories. In the end, we sorted 

the tags in each subcategory in decreasing order of proximity to 

the centroid, but this method takes lot of computational time 

also as around 200 different categories will we formed by this 

algorithm which is feasibly not good solution to accomplished 

our need. To overcome these drawbacks we modified orig inal 

k-means data mining algorithm for categorizing data. For 

choosing k factors of k-means algorithm we used wordNet 

Library then by using Euclidean distance matrix we formed  

different categories.  
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Experimental Results 

In our architecture, a user specifies a suppression rate indicating 

the fraction of tags to eliminate. Based on this suppression rate 

and the user profile across the n subcategories, our approach 

numerically solves the optimization problem. The result of this 

is a suppression strategy r, that is, the percentage of tags that a 

user should eliminate in each subcategory containing n-tuples. 

With this information, our suppression algorithm proceeds to 

select which particular tags should be dropped. Probability  

 
mass function  applies on the each categories of user to find out 

s i.e suppression rate, where delta represents the critical 

suppression beyond which critical privacy is attained is given 

by Max (ɓ) = 1-max(probability). H(s) will be calculated for 

different values of ɓ, below are the graphs plotted against PMF 

and Class Index. H(s) will be calculated for all values of ɓ, ɓ 

will vary from 0 to Max (ɓ). Max Privacy is preserved for Max 

H(s) that we can see from graph. Suppression strategy is apply 

only if H(s) > t, t will be default 3. If threshold will increase 

more data will be preserved but meaning will loss, if threshold 

will decrease less data will be preserved.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

V .  RES ULT ANALYS IS 

 

 

VI. CONCLUS ION & FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Collaborative tagging is currently an extremely popular online 

service. Although nowadays it is basically used to support 

resource search and browsing. One of these potential 

applications is the provision of web access functionalities such 

as content filtering and discovery. However, it  would be 

necessary to extend the architecture of current collaborative 

tagging services so as to include a policy layer that supports the 

enforcement of user preferences. As collaborative tagging has 

been gaining popularity, it has become more evident the need 

for privacy protection; not only because tags are sensitive 

information, but also because of the risk of cross referencing. 

Tag suppression is used to protect privacy of end user. Also 

through this approach data loss will be minimum and maximum 

privacy will be preserved. Future scope is an extensive 

performance evaluation of this architecture, showing its 

effectiveness in terms of privacy guarantees, data utility, and 

filtering capabilities for two key scenarios, for example, 

parental control and resource recommendation. 
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